
 

CONQUEROR 5  - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION  

A boutique-quality 5-watt hand-wired tribute to the legendary "5F1" tweed champ. Named the "Conqueror" in honor of Muddy 
Waters, who sings about Johnny the Conqueror, a folk hero of Hoodoo tradition, in his seminal "Hoochie Coochie Man". This 
faithful classic summons the tweedy glory of the original “5F1” and adds a passive attenuator, delivering that sweet tweed 
breakup everyone loves at whisper volumes.  This single channel classic features volume and tone controls with a tube 
compliment of (1) 12AX7 preamp tube, (1) 6V6 power tube and a 7-pin miniature 6z4 rectifier to deliver the classic low-wattage 
tweed tones not available in modern designs that utilize solid state rectifiers.  

  

PRODUCT:    CONQUEROR 5 HEAD                                WEIGHT:   16.4  lbs.  
CODE#           PGA-CONQ5-H                                   DIMENTIONS:    13-1/4” x 10-1/2” x 8-1/2” 

                     
 
PRODUCT:  CONQUEROR 5 COMBO 1X12                   WEIGHT:   41.0  lbs. 
CODE#  PGA-CONQ5-AV30                                  DIMENTIONS:    18” x 12-3/4” x 18” 
 

 
PRODUCT: CONQUEROR 5 MINICOMBO 1X10             WEIGHT:   26.  lbs. 
CODE#  PGA-CONQ5-MINI-BC0                            DIMENTIONS:     13” x 12” x 13” 
 
.NEW  PRODUCT   Pics. coming soon…         PRODUCT:    CONQUEROR 10 - STEREO SPEAKERS   

CODE#:    PGA-CONQ10-STR- BCO 
 



 
FUEGO 15  -  PRODUCT DESCRIPTION       

The Fuego 15 is a stripped-down 15-watt all-tube amplifier designed to deliver rock and metal tones that rival boutique amplifiers, 
at a very affordable price. This fire-breather features 2 completely independent foot-switchable channels each with Gain, Treble, 
Middle, Bass, and Master Volume. The dirty channel, with 2 voicing modes, has a rich palette of tones, from dirty blues and 
classic-rock crunch to searing modern high-gain; the clean channel delivers a wide range of cleans and pushed tones, from early 
British chime to modern clean and crunch tones. The Fuego 15 features a unique, highly interactive tone stack, a shared “top 
boost” bright mode, and an ultra-transparent effects loop. It's all enclosed in a stunning Spanish Cedar and Red Zorrowood 
cabinet handcrafted in Panama and wrapped in our signature two-tone Antique Graphite and Scarlet Tolex. SPECS 1-Input --- 2-
Channels --- Valves-3 x ECC83 / 12AX7, 2 x EL84 ---  FX loop w/ bypass ---  1-button channel selection Foot Switch --- 4/8/16Ω 
Speaker output 

 
 
PRODUCT: FUEGO 15 HEAD              WEIGHT:   22.0  lbs. 
CODE#  PGA-F15H                      DIMENTIONS:  9-1/2” x 17-1/2” x 8- 3/4” 
 
NEW  PRODUCT   Pics. coming soon…  
FUEGO 15 COMBO 1 X12 – AV-30       CODE#  PGA-F15C-AV3 

 

SHAMAN 2O  -  PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION 
The Shaman 20 is designed to deliver the ultimate in flexibility: From 50s cleans and hot-rodded British tones, to fire-breathing 
modern metal, this little beast does it all in a compact cabinet handcrafted in Panama from sustainably harvested tropical 
tonewoods. It features 2 fully-independent footswitchable channels (“Clean” and “Unclean”) each with independent Master, 
Presence, Bass, Mid, Treble, Gain and 2 switchable voicing modes covering a range of tones from classic tweed and blackface 
cleans to hot-rodded British and ultra-modern high-gain, with a shared, hard-bypassable effects loop and a selectable 10/20 Watt 
EL84 Power Section. The Shaman knows flexible!  
The Panama Shaman Retro 20 is the same as the Shaman 20, but designed to deliver a more specifically vintage sounding 
experience. The Retro still has plenty of gain on tap, but avoids the more modern tonality in favor of a more nuanced vintage 
flavor, still in a compact cabinet handcrafted in Panama from sustainably harvested exotic tonewoods.                                    

                         
PRODUCT:   SHAMAN 2O HEAD          PRODUCT:   SHAMAN 2OS HEAD          PRODUCT:   SHAMAN 2O RETRO    
CODE#:        PGA-SHM20                          CODE#:         PGA-SHM20-S                  CODE#:       PGA-SHMR20 
PRODUCT:   SHAMAN 20 with HCL         WEIGHT:   18.4  lbs.                              PRODUCT:   SHAMAN 2O RETRO with HCL      
CODE#:        PGA-SHM20-HCL         DIMENTIONS:  14-1/2” x 7-3/8” x 8-3/16”      CODE#:       PGA-SHMR20-HCL 

     WEIGHT:       17.  lbs.                              
DIMENTIONS:    15-3/8” x 8” x 8-1/2”    
    

NEW  PRODUCT   Pics. coming soon… SHAMAN 20 COMBO 1 X12 – AV-30  SPEAKERS   CODE#:    PGA-SHM20C-AV3 



  
                                                                       

 
INFERNO 10O - PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

The Inferno 100 is a fully featured 4-channel 100-watt all-tube amplifier designed to deliver the massive bottom-end that can only 
be experienced with a 6550 power section. The Inferno delivers a cornucopia of tones, from pristine cleans to modern crunch 
and searing metal. Its 4 completely independent foot-switchable channels with 2 assignable master sections make it tough to 
beat in terms of flexibility. Each channel features Gain, Treble, Middle, and Bass, and each of the assignable master sections 
includes Presence, Master, a switchable depth-boost control, and a level-adjustable effects loop. The Inferno 100 is enclosed in 
a stunning Spanish Cedar and Red Zorrowood cabinet handcrafted in Panama and wrapped in our signature two-tone Antique 
Graphite and Scarlet Tolex. 

PRODUCT:         INFERNO 10O HEAD    
     CODE#:         PGA-INF100 
   WEIGHT:         47.0  lbs. 
DIMENTIONS:    27-3/4” x 10-1/2” x 10” 

NEW  PRODUCT   Pics. coming soon… 
 INFERNO 10O COMBO 2 X12 – AV-30  SPEAKERS  
CODE#  PGA-INF100C-AV30 

 

MARAUDER  4O  - PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION 
Tweed glory with a twist.  The Marauder is our hand-wired tribute to the one of the rarest amps in history, the 1957 "5E81" Dual 
Tube Rectifier Tweed Twin, with an added twist - a built-in attenuator.  The low powered 5E8A circuit produces 40W of tweedy 
glory into a pair of our boutique 12" AV30 drivers, enclosed in our gorgeous Spanish Cedar cabinet with a deep red stained 
Zorrowood top-panel. The Marauder resonates with a warm, woody tone. The Marauder's attenuator allows you to experience 
the fat, sophisticated breakup of the original at volumes that won't blow out your eardrums. From its harmonically rich, clean 
tones, to its fat tweedy distortion, the Marauder delivers. The Marauder is powered by 6L6 output tubes and includes the rarely 
seen '50s dual rectifier arrangement with (2) 5U4 rectifier tubes. The preamp uses (4) high-gain 12AX7 tubes, (3) of which may 
be substituted with 12AY7s for the original '50s low-gain sound, if desired. The control panel has Normal and Bright volumes, (4) 
Inputs (2 Normal, 2 Bright), Treble, Bass, and Presence knobs with the attenuator and extension / speaker-out mounted on the 
back of the combo. 

  

PRODUCT:   MARAUDER 4O HEAD                         WEIGHT:           55  lbs. 
CODE#  PGA-MDR40                                         DIMENTIONS:   22 1/2” x 13” x 27” 

NEW  PRODUCT   Pics. coming soon… 

MARAUDER 4O COMBO 2 X12 – AV-30  SPEAKERS                 CODE#  PGA-MDR40C-AV30  



PRODUCT:  PANAMA GUITARS LIMITED EDITION CABINET MORA GRAPHITE-CHOCOLATE  OVERSIZED 1X12  
CODE#:       PGC-LMGCO12-SIG12AS                                     WEIGHT:      35.6  lbs.         DIMENTIONS:  18” x 12-3/4” x 18” 

PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION 
Designed and built in Panama using sustainable tonewoods and a custom driver.  All-hardwood 
construction featuring 3/4" Spanish Cedar for resonant warmth and a floating Palo Mora hardwood 
baffle for superior transient response.  Loaded with the US made Signature Alnico 12" from Ted 
Weber (12S), for a classic brilliant tone with medium breakup.   Fixed metal grill for complete 
protection of the tonewood baffle and boutique speakers.   Oversized 1x12 | 8 Ohm | 25 Watts | 
Built-in Attenuator 
 

 
PRODUCT: PANAMA  GUITARS  CABINET  BOCA  MORA  WHITE  HORIZONTAL  BRITISH  CERAMIC  2X8 
CODE#:       PGC-BMWH28-BC8                  WEIGHT:      40.  lbs.     DIMENTIONS:  10.7” x 19” x 9 ” 

 

PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION 
Handcrafted with the finest sustainably harvested tropical tonewoods and a custom driver, 
Boca Series speaker cabinets pack high-quality construction and killer tone into an 
attractive, portable size. Oversized cabinet dimensions provide impressive low-end not 
usually found in this class. 
 

 
PRODUCT:  PANAMA GUITARS CABINET ROAD  BLOODWOOD  GRAPHITE-SCARLET HORIZONTAL  2X12  - AV3  
CODE#:       PGC-RBGSH22-AV3               WEIGHT:  54.8  lbs.         DIMENTIONS:   27” x 13” x  20” 

 
PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION 
Road Series cabinets from Panama are extra rugged and feature similar flagship-level 
specs as the Tonewood cabinets, but are specially designed to hold up to the demands of 
transporting. They feature two tone Tolex and all hardwood construction. Featuring the 
same signature two-tone Tolex and all-hardwood construction, these road-ready cabinets 
stand out onstage with a remarkable look and sound. A fixed metal grill protects the 
tonewood baffle and boutique speaker. 

 
PRODUCT: PANAMA GUITARS ROAD WEDGE 1X12 GUITAR MONITOR CABINET -AV3 DRIVER 
CODE#:       PGC-RGPW12-AV3                           WEIGHT:  30.0  lbs.          DIMENTIONS:   18” x 16” x 15” 

 
 
PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION 
The Road Wedge 1x12 Guitar Monitor Cabinet was designed to meet the needs of 
touring guitarists who are tired of not being able to hear their tone on stage. Its front-
loaded built-in attenuator allows you to dial in your preferred level. The Road Wedge is 
available in a number of standard voicings, including our ultra-lightweight configuration 
featuring Panama Guitars' Custom “Fauxnico” Drivers. 



 
 
PRODUCT: PANAMA GUITARS CABINET TONEWOOD SERIES MORA-GRAPHITE WHITE OVERSIZED 1x12- AV-3 
CODE#:       PGC-TMGWO12-AV3        WEIGHT:      35.6  lbs.         DIMENTIONS:  18” x 12-3/4” x 18” 
 

 
PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION   
Sustainably harvested Spanish cedar with a floating tonewood baffle for superior transient 
response. These flagship speaker cabinets come standard with advanced electronics, like a 
built-in attenuator or mix control. And for the ultimate flexibility in tone, a user-friendly 
convertible back allows you to switch between open-back or closed-back sound in a matter 
of seconds. A removable grill allows you to fully expose the stunning baffle and boutique 
speakers. 

 
PRODUCT: PANAMA GUITARS CABINET TONEWOOD PURPLEHEART-GRAPHITE SCARLET DIAGONAL 2x12- D30  
CODE#:       PGC-TPGSD22-D30                                   WEIGHT:      68.0  lbs.          DIMENTIONS:   30.5” x 25.” x 16.5” 

CABINET OPTIONS 

TONEWOOD BAFFLES 

Baffles available with sustainably harvested Panamanian Bloodwood, Purpleheart, Palo 
Mora, Blue Zorro, and Black Palm. 

CUSTOM DRIVERS 
Available with a variety of our custom drivers and voicings, including dual or mixed 
combination Aged V30-style tributes, the beefed-up more aggressive D30, or a modern 
tribute to the classic Greenback-style speaker, our PRB "Purpleback". 
 

 

http://panamaguitars.com/products/series/ceramic-series/
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